Elvo van de Eindekens is the improved Barco! He is a very well build bull, who meets the needs of the 3M program. Elvo’s feet & legs are even better than his sire Barco, despite his lower figures (that’s what we see if we take a look at Elvo).

Elvo is a combination of subsequently Barco, Brutal and Inexes in his pedigree. Great granddam is Conductrice du Fond de Bois and her daughter Roxanne van de Wolvendreef is Elvo’s granddam. Dam of Elvo is the very tall and heavy Alida. She is a massive and big cow with a lot of body depth.

Elvo will be able to find the right balance between muscularity, size, mass and locomotion. The expectation is that his calves are luxury muscled with dry bones in their feet & legs. Good rear legs viewed from both the rear and the side. Elvo is a crucial and required addition for the Belgian Blue breeding. He can be used without any fears, because Elvo is free from all defects.
ELVO

LINEAR SCORE (1jr 8m)

Skin - 35
Length - 42
Chest width - 28
Pelvis width - 38
Schoulder - 35
Top Line - 28
Rib - 28
Rump - 28
Pelvis length - 41
Tail setting - 28
Thighs side view - 39
Thighs rear view - 38
Bone structure - 35
Schoulder bone - 25
Top muscling - 25
Forelegs - 28
Fore pastems side view - 25
Rear legs - 23
Rear pastems side view - 25
Hocks - 22
Locomotion - 25
Height - 48
General appear. - 15
Condition - 03

PARTIAL POINTS / 100

Height - 98.0
Muscling - 86.2
Beef type - 84.4
Legs set - 92.0
General appear. - 75.0

FINAL SCORE 87.8
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